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Moving to the Third ICT Platform
New Source of Growth and Innovation
 By 2020, when the ICT industry
reaches $5 trillion — $1.7 trillion
larger than it is today — at least
70% of the industry's growth will
driven by:

The Third Platform for IT Industry
Growth & Innovation

 Third platform technologies

 An explosion of new solutions built

on the new platform

 Already in 2012, battles to lead the
ICT marketplace of 2020 will start to
be won and lost
 Reshape ICT landscape for
various technologies
 Outcomes will provide new
challenges and opportunities for
users and define their choices
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Four Forces of ICT Industry Transformation
 What is the impact of the Four Forces
on the ICT industry and existing
markets?

Cloud

Mobility

Big Data/

Social

Analytics

Business

 How do we get from a focus on IT
productivity to an intelligent economy?
Impact on governments and ability to
deliver public services?
 What roles do cloud, mobility, social
and big data/analytics play?

 How does the role of the IT organization
change? To what extent are these
technologies and trends disruptive to
roles in IT?
 What challenges do they pose to CIOs?
How does the CIO’s role change? What
part does innovation play?
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Mobility Devices, Applications & Services
New Realities and New Paths

Devices

Cloud

Platforms

Mobile
Everything

Services

Applications

Networks
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The Mobile Device Policy Issue
Delivering on Enterprise Mobility
 Impact of mobility comes with a host of additional
challenges
 Perimeter is everywhere
 Attack platform is the individual
 Not just your device, but all identities, apps &
data as well
 But user demand for greater access and BYOD
will require major efforts to minimize risk
 Minimizing risk is being done by:
 Policy: by limiting access to data and
applications, and by adopting policies that
allow IT to remotely wipe lost or stolen
devices, and others
 Technology: continued investment in
multiplatform mobile device management
solutions to address management, security
and apps usage
 Usage Strategy: defining a strategy aligning
requirements and capabilities

Consumerization is Strategic
% of Respondents Who Agree That…
Tablets such as iPads and
similar devices will be an
integral part of how we conduct
business in the future
Our IT department’s workload
increases as employees bring
consumer devices into the
workplace
Our senior executives expect
us to support their use of
consumer devices
Allowing employees to bring
consumer devices as a
company policy increases
morale

83%

80%

79%

75%

Employees bringing consumer
devices into the workplace and
IT support of them is inevitable

74%

Employees who bring
consumer devices into the
workplace are more productive

72%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%100%
Source: IDC, Sponsored by Unisys, 2011 Consumerization of IT Study; Business IT Survey
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Mobility Readiness in CEE on the Rise
Mobile Workforce in Transition
Q: What percentage of your employees work only from the
office, do not work remotely, do not work from home, and do
not work from clients’ premises…

Those on the Move

Dynamic Shift Toward Mobility
Percentage of Organizations Planning to Buy …
Desktop PCs

53,8%

Postable computers

52,5%

Tablets

20,0%

Mobile phones

43,0%
0%

20%

40%

60%

37%
Ratio of Devices vs. Desktop PCs

63%

76,0%

Portable computers vs.
desktops PCs

38,0%
26,0%
5,0%

Tablets vs. desktop PCs

Non-Mobile Workers

Mobile Workers

86,0%
93,0%

Mobile phones vs. desktop PCs

0%

50%

To be purchased in the next 12 months

N = 1,577
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Source: IDC IT Buyers’ Pulse Survey, 2011

N = 1,445

100%

Current installed base in use

Source: IDC IT Buyers’ Pulse Survey, 2011
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Cloud Services Adoption & Enablement
New Paths and Realities
 Cloud services spending and investment
around cloud enablement are exploding
 App platform/PaaS wars are intensifying:
 Amazon, Google, IBM, Microsoft,

Mega Platform – Strategic Choices
Q: How likely is that your enterprise would develop apps on
and/or source cloud apps from the following Public Cloud
Application Platforms?
(1=not likely at all, 5=extremely likely)

Oracle, Salesforce.com, VMware,
others will vie
 >80% of new apps will target the

cloud; 2.5% of legacy packaged apps
will move to the cloud
 But why the move to cloud?
 Rapid resource allocation
 Hardware cost reductions
 More scalability & flexibility
 Standardization
 PaaS and SaaS for service

development
© 2011 IDC
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Shifting IT Spending and Focus
Private Cloud is the Near Term Solution
Q. Please estimate how much of your company's IT budget
will be allocated to buying and managing these different
types of IT services

100%
90%
80%

11%

Public Cloud

27%
16%
2%
2%

70%

60%
50%

Outsourced IT

9%
7%
21%

40%
30%

Private Cloud
Inhouse

69%

20%

36%

10%
0%
2010

2020F

IDC’s Cloud Computing Survey, Jan 2011 n=603
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Private cloud Hosted

Traditional IT

..and the Consequences:
 Explosion in the number of
applications that will need to
integrate with existing on
premise IT applications
 Increased complexity
 Shifting market spend to
drive enterprise cloud
readiness and likely a new
type of supporting
infrastructure
 IT’s role as information
architect will take center
stage in design and
management of information
flow between cloud services
and in-house systems
Nov-12
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Information Architects Becoming Critical
to the IT Organization
Expectation
 We predict that many large enterprises will define their migration to a

services architecture in 2012 and be well underway by 2013. Architects
will embrace business services as a defining element of the extended
architecture.
 We predict that IT’s core responsibilities (keeping information secure

and flowing in an extended enterprise) will only become more complex.
– Cloud services, mobile, social and analytics adoption will continue to create
an extended enterprise.
– Enterprise architecture will focus on: cloud services integration; security; and
business process.

 Business architects will own the business model and, in many cases,

reside in the business.
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Major Focus on Addressing Complexity
 Extended enterprise brings
new complexity to be
addressed within the context
of tight budgets
 CIOs and IT managers will
pursue solutions that simplify
their apps and infrastructure
portfolios
 Enterprise architecture will
focus on: cloud readiness and
services integration; security;
and business process
 But….cost savings from
virtualization, cloud services
and offshore will be
consumed by mobile and
social solutions
© 2011 IDC

Which of the following will be a top 3 IT initiative
in your organization in 2012?
Consolidation/Virtualization
Invest in cloud services
Collaboration Tools
Business analytics and modeling
App portfolio consolidation
Enhance Security/Risk…
Business Process Management
Enterprise management SW
ERP consolidation
Smart technologies
Social Media
Range of desktop & mobile devices
Database consolidation
Enterprise Architecture
Converged IT
VOIP/Unified Communications
Content Management
Open Source Technologies
Video Conferencing/Telepresence
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Source: IDC CIO Agenda Survey. November-December, 2011
Data shows % of respondents who listed as a top 3 initiative. n= 56
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Cloud Services – Also on the Way in CEE!
Q: What is your organization’s current status with regard to the deployment of its IT
assets in public or private clouds? And what will it be in 12 months’ time? Base: All
organizations

Currently

63%

In 12 months

39%

0%

© 2011 IDC

12%

20%

12%

40%

15%

8%

60%

16%

11%

80%

5% 4%

15%

N = 1,174

100%

No IT assets in the cloud

Public cloud

Private and internal cloud

Private cloud with hosters

Hybrid

Not familiar with future plans
Source: IDC CEE IT Buyers’ Pulse Survey, 2011
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Virtualization is the Foundation for
Private Cloud Implementation

CEE Virtualization Server Rate
30
20

(%)

10
0
2009
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2011

2012
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Big Data & Analytics
New Paths and Realities
The "digital universe" will grow to 2.7 ZB in
2012, up 48% from 2011, - and rocketing
toward nearly 8 ZB by 2015


Increased variety with over 90% of all data
unstructured, and from heterogeneous sources



Increased data velocity, often dynamic and changing



But…requirements for real time or near real time
collection, analysis, and access

2012
1,1%
1,7%
0,7%
6,5%

2.7 ZB
Media
Cameras

Challenge - too much information – but not
enough insights

31,7%

Data



Business leaders are making decisions on
information they don’t have or trust



Many CIO’s and IT managers feel overwhelmed by
the amount of data their companies manage

Voice Capture



CIO’s and IT managers believe they need to do a
better job capturing and understanding information
more rapidly

Other

CIO’s and IT managers confronted with
important policy questions in terms of
generation, management, ownership and
liability
© 2011 IDC

58,2%

Music

1000 Gigabytes = 1 Terabyte · 1000 Terabytes = 1 Petabyte · 1000
Petabytes = 1 Exabyte - 1000 Exabytes = 1 Zettabyte
Source: IDC Digital Universe Study
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Big Data and Analytics
Turning Information into Insights
Big Data technologies describe a new
generation of technologies and
architectures, designed to
economically extract value from very
large volumes of a wide variety of
data, by enabling high velocity
capture, discovery and/or analysis

© 2011 IDC

Value

• Discover actionable and
profitable outcomes for
business’ to act upon

Volume

• Scale From Terabytes to
Zettabytes

Variety

• Manage The Complexity
Of Multiple Relational
And Non Relational Data
Base Types And Schemas

Velocity

• Streaming Data And
Large Volume Data
Management

Nov-12
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Social Business & Technologies
New Paths and Realities
 Social business solutions are
becoming more integral to customers
insights
 Corporate Data + Social Data =

Highest Value Information

 Socialytics - more analytics are
needed to assess programs and gain
market insight

 Social business is also becoming
embedded into IT’s software product
portfolio
 Enterprise software vendors will get
more aggressive, a lot of M&A on the
horizon
© 2011 IDC
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Why Social Business?
It’s All Information-Driven

Q. Why are you conducting social initiatives for business purposes today?
Acquire knowledge/ask questions
Share knowledge/contribute ideas
Communicate with customers
Create awareness about company product or service
Communicate with internal colleagues
Make decisions
Socialize with friends/industry colleagues
Gather feedback on company product or service
Monitor conversations/activities
Respond to customer/partner inquiries
Communicate with partners/suppliers
Conduct employee training
Competitors are doing it
It is a requirement for my job
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

40% of respondents report saving 15%+ of time
N = 700
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Bringing Social Initiatives Together Under
One Social Enterprise


Early social business initiatives are often led by the CMO to reach customers and prospects.



As social business expands, other key areas such as product development (ideasourcing /
innovation management) and customer service (community & social listening) will have their
own social initiatives.



Social businesses will create extended information architectures. CIOs will look to integrate
these as part of the social enterprise, and IT will oversee more functional areas (e.g. contact
centers) and a broader array of technologies (collaboration, CRM, digital commerce).

© 2011 IDC
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Business Objectives of the Four Pillars

Business
Objective:

Cloud

Mobility

Workforce productivity and
better customer engagement

An optimized infrastructure
that supports greater
flexibility and collaboration
across a global operation

Business Objective:
Better customer insights to
create new products and
services
© 2011 IDC

Business Objective:

Big Data/

Social

Analytics

Business

Business Objective:
Greater Collaboration and
Better Customer Engagement
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What’s the Next Thing for CIOs and IT
Managers?
Externally Focused

• Chief
Integration
Officer

• Chief
Innovation
Officer

Technology Savy

Business Savy

• Chief
Infrastructure
Officer

• Chief
Intelligence
Officer

Internally Focused

© 2011 IDC
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The Extended Enterprise will Define
the NextGen CIO and IT Executive
 NextGen CIOs will focus on business
With the increased adoption of cloud services in an
services, analytics and controls
organization, I see the role of CIO transforming to
become
Chief Information Architect, where one of the
 They’ll own the adoption of new
primarily responsibilities of the CIO is to ensure
business services while ensuring
information flows between internal systems and
cloud services?
security and a seamless information
architecture.
Strongly Agree
 Chief Information Architect
Agree
 Services Sourcing and Management
 Business Process and Change
Neither Agree or
Disagree
Management
 Compliance and Risk Management
Disagree
 Policy Specialist
Strongly Disagree
 Driver of Innovation
 Technology remains important, but
0%
20%
40%
60%
NextGen CIO may be a non-IT
Source: IDC CIO Agenda Survey. November-December, 2011
business executive who excels at
n= 86
innovation, communication and change
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Renewed Focus on Innovation
 Alignment of IT to business still tops
the personal agenda of the majority of
CIOs

67% of CIOs tell IDC “I see the role of CIO evolving
to be Chief Innovation Officer”

 CIOs recognize the need for more
business engagement and the
adoption of integrated business
services via the cloud
 CIOs expect their “innovation budget”
will grow from 23% to 28% in the next
3 years – and will look to employ the
four pillars (cloud, mobile, social, and
big data/analytics) to realize business
innovation

 Major goal for many CIO’s in 2012 is
to “foster a culture within IT that drives
more innovation”
© 2011 IDC

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither Agree or Disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
0%

20%

40%

60%

Source: IDC CIO Agenda Survey. November-December, 2011
n= 85
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Essential Guidance
Value of IT to business under focus – prioritize
initiatives that drive business agility and quick ROI
Integrated management of hybrid environments
becoming important -> physical, virtual, public & private
Cloud = hybrid
Plan to extend your information architecture to integrate
information from the fringe of the enterprise: social
business, SaaS etc.
Emphasize innovation prioritizing projects that bring
business value stemming from Big Data and Analytics
Security, availability and performance will continue to
be challenging as IT environment expands – evaluate
processes & technologies regularly
Educate business executives on how they can create
business process management, and facilitate innovation
at the fringe of the enterprise
Lead the C-level discussions on policy
Benchmark with your industry and competitors
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Thank You…………….

sfrantzen@idc.com
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